[Endoscopic use of the water jet dissector in the cerebral ventricle system--an experimental study].
Endoscopic surgery in the cerebral ventricle is limited by the small number of suitable instruments and bleedings obscuring the visibility. The water jet cutter allows the dissection of tissue, generally leaving vessels intact. Therefore it could be an additional instrument for neuroendoscopic purposes. In this preclinical study the employment of the water jet dissector under endoscopic conditions was evaluated. Incision-experiments (n = 80) on the ventricular system of fresh porcine brain were carried out under endoscopic view. To achieve similarity to the ventricular system, specimens were dissected in liquid medium (Ringer's-lactate, 37 degrees C). The depths of incision were measured digitally and histological examination of the tissue was performed. Depending on the applied pressure, distance from cutting nozzle to tissue and cutting velocity, the depths of incision ranged from 0.12 mm up to 2.4 mm. The water jet dissector is good to handle under endoscopic conditions and vessels are preserved. Based on these factors, this instrument is predestinated for further neuroendoscopic application. Prior to clinical application our results will have to be tested on living, perfused cerebral tissue.